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Question #:1
While having a customer conversation, you're being asked what the term "resilience- means for HP. What is
the correct answer?
A. It means realizing that your defenses will eventually be breached and putting a plan in place to recover
from such a breach.
B. It means using endpoint devices with the highest level of monitoring and malware protection.
C. It means deploying security technologies that can protect you against both known and unknown
malware.
D. It means building multiple layers of protection so that malware cannot penetrate your defenses.
Answer: C
Question #:2
How would HP TechPulse help with non-compliance?
A. It shows client-side protection status and asks users to install any missing updates.
B. It automatically goes into the sate mode, disconnects, and Nocks the non-compliant devices from
attaching to the network.
C. It shows client-side protection status and identifies the non-compliance reason such as missing software
prerequisites.
D. It shows client-side protection status, identities the non-compliance reason such as common passwords,
and automatically makes the adjustments.
Answer: B
Question #:3
How many malware programs are generated every day on average?
A. over 350 thousand
B. over one million
C. over six million
D. over one hundred million
Answer: A
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Question #:4
Compliance is crucial to maintaining a virus-tree network. What does HP have to manage the HP device BIOS
remotely?
A. HP Sure Start
B. HP Admin Management
C. HP Endpoint Security Controller
D. HP Sure Admin
Answer: A
Question #:5
If you need to perform an automated network-based image recovery, which HP solution would you use?
A. HP Sure Web Recovery
B. HP Sure Recover
C. HP Sure Start
D. HP Client security manager
Answer: A
Question #:6
Why is it important to have a fast, efficient way to reimage personal system devices?
A. It's not important now, because all current devices have USB-C 3.1.
B. Reimaging can be a difficult process, costing end users and IT staff hours of lost productivity.
C. End users can build the image and deploy it themselves, which saves time for IT to do other more
important tasks.
D. It's the easiest way to repair a PC after a corrupted or tailed BIOS update.
Answer: C
Question #:7
HP has officially stated that the Elite series of products can protect users against rootkit. a BIOS rootkit. and
its future versions. Which HP security solution makes it possible?
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A. HP Sure Run
B. HP Sure Start
C. HP Sure Shield
D. HP Sure Click
Answer: D
Question #:8
How floes HP Sure Sense worn to quarantine files and protect your PC?
A. It uses advanced artificial intelligence (All capabilities to pre-scan the files and contact HP's
deep-learning supercomputer to detect malware infections.
B. It uses the web to search for similar documents to detect malware infections m a split of a second.
C. It uses advanced artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities to scan the files and make a judgment on
whether they are malware-infected.
D. It compares the author information to what is stored in the company directory to determine if the
document is safe.
Answer: B
Question #:9
How floes HP Sure Click protect against malware attempting to enter the PC via a browser or office
documents?
A. by isolating them Inside micro virtual machines
B. by isolating them inside your removable storage device
C. by scanning them before you open them
D. by isolating them on your hard drive
Answer: D
Question #:10
How does HP Sure Run defend against malware families like H1NI that attack the system defenses?
A. by monitoring key processes, alerting you of changes, and automatically restarting stopped processes
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B. by monitoring all Windows processes and asking you to confirm restarting stopped processes
C. by monitoring all processes, alerting you of changes, and asking you to confirm restarting stopped
processes
D. by monitoring key processes, alerting you of changes, and asking you to confirm restarting stopped
processes
Answer: C
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